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Business Delegation from CCCME to Russia Federation 
 Company Name Post 

1 
China Chimber of  Commerce for Import and Export of  Machinery and 

Electronic Products 

Zhang Yujing President 

Sheng Guofei Director 

Yang Zichen Manager 

2 AVIC LANTIAN AUTOMOBILE SALES&SERVICE(Shanghai)Co., Ltd Pin Xiaojian Vice general manager 

3 Changzhou Ensifu Bearing Co., Ltd. 

Lu Xuesong General manager 

Zhang Bei Manager 

Xv Yi Manager 

4 CIMC Container manufacturer Qin Ningning Senior sales manager  

5 Daqo Group Co.,Ltd Ge Yinhua IBD manager 

6 Fujian Yanan Technology Co., Ltd 

Li Xiong Manager 

Wang Shubo Manager 

Komil Manager  

7 Hangzhou Nuzhuo Technology Group Co.,Ltd Ding Zhe General manager 

8 HYLINK SCM" LLC (CHINA) Zhao Di Logistics division general manager            

9 Jomoo Group Li Zhengwei Director of Overseas BU 

10 QINGDAO EVER-BETTER TADING Co., Ltd Yuan Guolin Vice general manager 
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11 QIFA SILU (BEIJING) TECHNOLOGY DEVOLOPMENT CO., LTD Lu Sha 
General manager of China-Russia 

Consulting Division 

12 Shanghai Duxia Industry and Trade Co., Ltd 
Xv Tianyao  General manager 

Liu Cui Sales manager 

13 Shanghai Mola Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd Wang Chunye General manager 

14 Shanghai OUCE Certification service Co., Ltd  Wang Liang General manager 

15 See Parts (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd Shan Liqun Executive director 

16 Shanghai Tengfa Construction Engineering Co., Ltd 

Wang Daxin Chairman 

Xie Lijing General manager 

Jing Tao Deputy general manager 

17 Shenyang Yuancheng Friction and Sealing Material Co.,Ltd. Zhao Yanjing  CEO 

18 Xiamen Kingland Co.,Ltd. Xing Libin   Business manager 

19 ZHEJIANG CUNFU IMPORT&EXPORT Co., Ltd 
Chen Kefan Deputy general manager 

Yue Andi General manager 
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Cooperation Intention 

AVIC LANTIAN AUTOMOBILE 

SALES&SERVICE(Shanghai)CO.,

LTD. 

Seeking car dealers in Russia and looking to collaborate with them 

Changzhou Ensifu Bearing Co., 

Ltd. 

Under the global economic development pattern, we Changzhou Ensifu Bearing 

Co., Ltd. and Changzhou Junda Bearing Co., Ltd. are willing to work together with 

Russian entrepreneurs to better serve the economic construction of Chinese and 

Russian people and countries along the Belt and Road. 

CIMC Container manufacturer We manufacture dry containers, reefer containers, special containers such as steel 

coil containers, car carrier containers, bulk containers, open tops, modular house 

and integrated containers. 

Daqo Group Co.,Ltd Develop effective cooperation with relevant enterprises in the industry 

Fujian Yanan Technology Co., Ltd Power, Energy 

Hangzhou Nuzhuo Technology 

Group Co.,Ltd 

Having experience in exporting projects to Russia, we are fully committed to 

developing the Russian gas equipment market. 

Jomoo Group Looking for local distributors or dealers for Jomoo. 

QINGDAO EVER-BETTER 

TADING CO.,LTD. 

We plan to export safety protection equipment to Russia, also plan to import 

Russian honey products. 

Shanghai Duxia Industry and Trade 

Co.,Ltd. 

Oil and gas chemical equipment 
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Shanghai Mola Supply Chain 

Management CO.,LTD. 

Understanding the requirements of Russian import and export enterprises for 

logistics services, inspecting the environment of Russian logistics parks and the 

investment environment in Russia, and setting up molecular companies in Russia. 

looking for partners to develop railway transportation between China and Russia. 

Shanghai OUCE Certification 

service Co., Ltd. 

Understand the market situation and expand partners  

See Parts (Beijing) Technology Co., 

Ltd 

Exploit the Russian market, looking for cooperation related to auto parts. 

Shanghai Tengfa Construction 

Engineering Co., Ltd. 

1. In the fields of petrochemical engineering, power construction, municipal lifting, 

metallurgical construction, marine engineering, shipbuilding and other engineering 

fields, customers who need to use crawler cranes, truck cranes, high-altitude work 

vehicles and other engineering machinery leasing needs are seeking cooperation. 

2. Facing the wind power industry, seeking cooperation in wind power installation. 

Shenyang Yuancheng Friction and 

Sealing Material Co.,Ltd. 

Shenyang Yuancheng Friction and Sealing Material Co.,Ltd is a manufacturer 

specialized in composite brake blocks and organic brake pad for railway wagons, 

passenger coaches, locomotives, metros, LRV trains, sintered brake pad for high 

speed trains; disc brake pad and drum brake pad for trucks, city buses, and high-end 

cars; brake linings for oil drilling machine; brake pad for wind driven generators; 

brake pad for tar tamping machine,etc.  

We have independent R&D ability, specialized in all friction materials, can meet the 

various requirements on brake items. We are seeking for reliable partners for 
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industries related with brake items for railway, highway, industrial and agricultural 

machinery. 

Xiamen Kingland Co.,Ltd. Export of mechanical and electrical products (auto parts, complete vehicles, 

construction machinery, digital communication products, consumer electronics, 

machine tools, etc.), import of dairy products, export of clothing, import of fresh 

food 

ZHEJIANG CUNFU 

IMPORT&EXPORT CO.,LTD 

Export sales and trading of new, used and commercial vehicles of various brands, 

Import and export trade of automobile parts and components 

Other import and export trade. 
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China Chamber of Commerce for Import and Export of 

Machinery and Electronic Products 

https://www.cccme.cn/ 

Founded in July of 1988, China Chamber of Commerce for Import 

and Export of Machinery and Electronic Products (hereinafter as CCCME), 

is a nationwide industrial and nonprofit organization, formed jointly and 

voluntarily by various economic organizations engaged in manufacturing, 

import and export, overseas turnkey project contracting and other related 

activities in machinery and electronic industry. 

According to the provisions in Article 56, Chapter 9 of the Foreign 

Trade Law of the People’s Republic of China, the mission of the Chamber 

is to provide its members with foreign trade related services in aspects of 

manufacturing, marketing, information and training, play a positive role in 

coordination and self-discipline, submit applications for relevant foreign 

trade remedies, safeguard the interests of its members and the industry, 

report to the relevant authorities the suggestions of its members with 

respect to foreign trade promotion, and actively promote foreign trade.  

As the only nationwide chamber of commerce in machinery and 

electronic sector, CCCME has nearly 10,000 members, including both 

leading enterprises and small & medium-sized manufacturers and foreign 

trade companies representing the industry as a whole. In June 2012, 

CCCME was granted as a AAAAA Grade NGO by the Ministry of Civil 

Affairs. 
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AVIC LANTIAN AUTOMOBILE 

SALES&SERVICE(Shanghai)CO.,LTD 

http://www.cn-autozone.com/qyjs 

AVIC is one of the first companies in China to receive an automobile 

export license, exporting more than 3,000 cars annually. 

In 2015, AVIC Lantian was approved as one of the first batch of 

parallel imported automobile pilot enterprises in China, and became one of 

the first seventeen pilot enterprises, and in 2019, it was awarded the 

qualification of Shanghai Used Vehicle Export Pilot Enterprise. The 

company's existing showroom is 1,200 square meters, after-sales service 

covers 800 square meters, and the area to be developed is 7,500 square 

meters. In 2020, the company's annual sales of all kinds of parallel 

imported cars reached 400 million yuan, and this year it is expected to be 

around 800 million yuan.The export volume of second-handed cars from 

2019-2021 reaches more than 600 units, which accounts for 95% of the 

export volume of the Shanghai port, and it is ranked the first among the 

export volume of second-handed cars in the Shanghai area. 
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Changzhou Ensifu Bearing Co., Ltd. 

http://www.esfzc.cn/about/ 

Changzhou Enshuo bearing Co., Ltd. is located in Changzhou City. 

The company has advanced international production equipment, including 

engineering designers. In the same industry, bearing model and inventory 

is one of the more perfect manufacturers in China. In addition, there are a 

large number of non-standard bearing special specification users, the 

products are widely used in agricultural machinery, printing machinery, 

tobacco machinery, construction machinery, sewing machinery, food 

processing machinery, packaging machinery, motorcycle and so on. Power 

tools, garden tools, auto parts, household appliances. Automatic washing 

machine, mining machinery and so on, the needle roller bearing designed 

and manufactured in China is in the advanced level, and enjoys a good 

reputation in the industry. 

The company can normally engage in global import and export of 

goods; technology import and export; import and export agents; bearings, 

gears and transmission parts sales; machinery parts sales; machinery 

equipment sales; daily department stores sales; household appliances sales; 

electrical equipment sales; electronic products sales; rubber products sales; 

plastic products sales; needle textile products sales; auto parts wholesale; 

agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishing machinery accessories 

sales Mechanical equipment research and development; information 

consulting services; technical services, technology development, technical 

advice, technology exchange, technology transfer, technology promotion. 

We insist on science and technology as the forerunner, quality as the 

life, service as the guarantee, deeply loved and praised by the majority of 

users, with pragmatic management style, excellent quality, perfect pre-sale 

consultation and after-sales service, sincerely work with customers to 

create the future. 

  

http://www.esfzc.cn/about/
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CIMC Container manufacturer 

https://www.tlc-yz.com/ 

CIMC TLC / RYC： 

Yangzhou Tonglee Reefer Container Co., Ltd. (TLC) 

Yangzhou Runyang Logistic Equipment Co., Ltd. (RYC) 

· Member of China International Marine 

Containers(Group)Co.,Ltd.(CIMC) 

Part of the China International Marine Containers Group (CIMC) 

group of companies 

·One of the largest container manufacturers in China 

·More than 20 years of experience 

·2,200 employees, including 200 engineers. 

·Area: 267,000 ㎡, Production Area: 120,000 ㎡ 

·Produce per year: 100,000 TEU of universal containers & 25,000 

refrigerated containers 

As holding subsidiary of China International Marine Containers 

(Group) Co., Ltd. (CIMC), CIMC Yangzhou (TLC | RYC) cover total area 

of 400,000 square meters, total investment of 400 million yuan, 3,000 

employees, and annual revenue of RMB 3 billion in year 2021. 

CIMC Yangzhou (TLC | RYC) has provincial-level R&D center 

composed of more than 200 technical engineers, which can independently 

complete system-level drawing design, analysis, calculation and 3D 

modeling of various categories, and assist the customized design of full 

range products. 

CIMC Yangzhou (TLC | RYC) are equipped with total 8 sets flexible 

production lines, with advanced production equipment such as digital 

pressing, laser cutting, robot automatic welding, automatic sand spraying 

and painting, etc., with the whole process production capacity from raw 

materials to finished products, comprehensive application of cloud remote 

system, etc. The new Internet of Things technology realizes digital 

operations such as WMS warehouse management system, MES production 
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plan execution system, SAP financial management system, and AGV 

workshop logistics system. 

CIMC Yangzhou（TLC | RYC） owns ISO9001 quality management, 

ISO14001 environmental management, ISO45001 occupational health & 

safety management and other complete system certifications, as well as 

product certifications from internationally reputed third-party inspection 

agencies such as DNV, BV, LR, SGS, etc. The factory is equipped with a 

variety of laboratories and platforms, can independently carry out 

professional testing of structural strength, welding quality, air tightness, 

water tightness and so on. 

CIMC Yangzhou Base（TLC | RYC) specializes in the design and 

production of various standard/special logistics equipment, cold chain 

equipment, containerized equipment integration, and modular buildings. It 

is the R&D and manufacturing base for special containers and innovative 

products of CIMC Group. 

In the past 30 years of development, we have developed and improved 

single/combined cold storage containers, oil, and electricity dual drivable 

multimodal transportation reefer container, -70℃ vaccine logistic 

containers, offshore containers, self-unloading bulk containers, waste 

loading open-top containers, special containers which integrated with 

various equipment such as photovoltaic systems, wind energy systems, 

energy storage systems, and power generation systems, as well as 

permanent modular apartments, oilfield mining camps, and other 

competitive products. 

All kinds of products are exported to countries all over the world, the 

finished key projects cover Europe, Australia, South Africa, Qatar, the 

United States, and other countries & regions, we also provide products and 

solutions for international large-scale projects: such as the United Nations 

peacekeeping camp, the Chinese Embassy in Somalia/Dominica, and 

Antarctic research station, as well as domestic photovoltaic, energy and 

semi-permanent construction fields. 
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Daqo Group Co.,Ltd 

https://www.daqo.com/ 

Daqo Group is a leading manufacturer in the industries of 

Electric,New Energy and Rail Transit,mainly develop and 

produceMV&LV complete set of electrical equipments, intelligent 

components, rail transit equipments, new energy silicon materials,etc. 

Daqo Group has built 6 production bases,3 research institutes and 23 

manufacturingenterprisesinJiangSuYangzhong, 

NanJingJiangning,ChongQingWanzhou,XinJiangShihezi,Baotou of Inner 

Mongolia,and HuBei Wuhan. Daqo also established JVs with international 

companies such as Siemens,Secheron;built more than 20 branches in the 

United States,Europe,Southeast Asia,the Middle East, and Africa.The 

Group has more than 12000 employees.Daqo is one of the top 100 

enterprises in China's machinery industry, a national innovative enterprise, 

the first batch of green factories in the country, a national civilized unit, a 

national May day labor award unit, and a national intelligent 

manufacturing demonstration factory. 

In the field of Electrical Equipment, Daqo Group provides customers 

with GIS below 220kV, MV&LV complete set ofelectrical equipments, 

intelligent components, busbars, transformers, power system automation 

and system integration; provides customers with solutions including new 

energy power generation system, intelligent substation system, distribution 

network automation system, factory automation and energy efficiency 

management system.Daqo Group ranks the forefront in the fields of 

MV&LV complete set of electrical equipments, enclosed busbars, LV bus 

ducts, DC traction power supply equipments, etc. 

In the field of New Energy, Daqo New Energy Company has 

established silicon material production bases in XinjiangShihezi,and Inner 

Mongolia, and its product output and quality ranks among the top of the 

world's similar enterprises. Daqo New Energy (DQ) was listed on the New 

York Stock Exchange in October 2010, and Daqo Energy (688303) was 

listed on the Science and Technology Innovation Board of Shanghai Stock 

Exchange in July 2021. 

In the field of Rail Transit, Daqo Group and Secheron Switzerland 

have jointly cooperated to introduce the world's advanced DC switch 
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technology and provide customers with rail transit traction power supply 

equipments and system solutions.Daqo's rail transit equipment has been 

widely used in metro light rail systems in major domestic cities such as 

Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen, and the market share of DC traction 

power supply equipment has exceeded 50%. 

Daqo Group, with Wuhan New Energy Access Equipment and 

Technology Research Institute and Nanjing Daqo Electric Research 

Institute, which are licensed by the National Energy Administration; as 

wellas National Post-doctoral Scientific Research Workstation, 

Academician Workstation, National Enterprise Technology Center, 

National Electrical Testing Station and other research institutions, forming 

a complete three-level scientific research and innovation system with more 

than 1000 research and development personnel. The Group's annual 

investment in science and technology has exceeded 5% of the current year's 

sales. In recent years, it has undertaken and implemented 160 national and 

provincial science and technology projects, led and participated in the 

formulation of 56 national, industrial and group standards, and has 1871 

effective patents by the end of 2022, including 259 invention patents.In 

2014, Daqo Group was awarded the National Technology Innovation 

Demonstration Enterprise by the Ministry of Industry and Information 

Technology of the People's Republic of China. In 2016, Daqo Group won 

the second prize of the National Technology Invention Award, the first 

prize of the National Science and Technology Progress Award in 2017, the 

special prize of the National Science and Technology Progress Award in 

2019, and the China Industry Award in 2020. 

Guided by the national "Integration of Informatization and 

Industrialization (CSAIII)" management system standard, Daqo Group has 

established and implemented a digital management system to ensure the 

Group's strategy and the sustainable competitive advantages.In 2017, ERP 

of the Group and its subsidiaries was successfully launched and put into 

operation, fully realized digital management, significantly improved 

efficiency and effectiveness, fundamentally changed the management 

concept and operation mode of the enterprise, and laid a solid foundation 

for intelligent manufacturing. Daqo was rated as the first batch of 

demonstration enterprises of integrated management system of 

informatization and industrialization in China, the first batch of "Business 

Startups and Innovation" platform demonstration enterprises in China, 
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innovative enterprises with outstanding contributions to the integration of 

informatization and industrialization and intelligent manufacturing pilot 

demonstration enterprises of the Ministry of Industry and Information 

Technology. 

Daqo Group initiates the quality concept of "Keep improving, 

impeccable", implements comprehensive quality management, and 

realizes the steady improvement of product quality, management level and 

enterprise performance. It has successively won the Jiangsu Provincial 

Governor's Quality Award, the China Quality Award Nomination Award 

and the National Quality Benchmark. 

Daqo Group will continue to focus on the innovation-driven and high-

quality development strategy, deeply promote the integration of CSAIII, 

adhere to the concept innovation, management innovation, technological 

innovation and marketing innovation, accelerate the construction of 

enterprise standardization, comprehensively promote product intelligence, 

production automation, management informatization and service 

networking, realize the transformation and upgrading of "Digital Daqo", 

and move forward towards the goal of the world's advanced enterprises. 
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Fujian Yanan Technology Co., Ltd 

WWW.YANAN-MOTOR.COM. 

28 years+ professional manufacturer of Diesel Genset, Natural Gas 

Genset , IPP Power Plant, Hydgrogen Fuel Cell System, Micro-Grid 

Hybird System, BESS, power range from kW to MW; YANAN serve 800+ 

global partners, products exported to 120+ countries, widely used in Oil 

Gas Fileds, Mining, Industries, Telecom, Off-shore Islands, etc, espeically 

capable to provide cutomization power solutions.  

For more info, please visit our hoempage WWW.YANAN-

MOTOR.COM. 
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Hangzhou Nuzhuo Technology Group Co.,Ltd 

http://www.hznzkj.cn/ 

As one of the manufacturers, contractors, and integrators of air 

separation technology in China, we are based on gas separation and liquid-

air separation technology to obtain high purity oxygen, nitrogen, and argon 

with low energy consumption and high output. With the development of 

economy and business, the company has been involved in cryogenic air 

separation plant, PSA oxygen plant, PSA nitrogen plant, VPSA oxygen 

plant, oil-free booster compressor, small liquid nitrogen generator and 

intelligent control valve. 

Nuzhuo has already built strong cooperation with many Russia air 

separation companies. There are already 3 cryogenic ASU project in 

Russia, including 2 of KDO-300Y which produces liquid oxygen 10 tons 

per day, on of KDON-200-200 which produces 200Nm3 per hour gaseous 

oxygen and gaseous nitrogen at the same time. We also supplied over 20 

sets of PSA Oxygen/Nitrogen plants which are widely used in local 

medical, industrial and aquaculture applications. We also get orders for 

compressed air dryers. Nuzhuo have all the experiences in such projects 

with our professional solutions, best price and sincere services. 
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"HYLINK SCM" LLC (CHINA) 

www.hyscm.com 

"HYLINK SCM" was established in 2002, the head office is located 

in Beijing, in Shanghai, Yiwu, Wenzhou and Guangzhou with branches. 

Overseas operations are based in Moscow, with branches in Minsk, 

Krasnadar, Volgograd, Voronezh and other cities. 

As a bridge and link between China and Russia, we are committed to 

providing efficient and high-quality cross-border logistics, digital trade, 

investment consultation and industrial supply chain services to Russian and 

Chinese businesses. 

  

http://www.hyscm.com/
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Jomoo Group 

www.jomoogroup.com 

JOMOO is an international smart bathroom brand that was founded 

in 1990. Today it has developed into a global enterprise that integrates 

R&D, manufacturing, sales, and after-sales service, with more than 20,000 

employees and products present in 120 countries. 
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QINGDAO EVER-BETTER TADING CO.,LTD. 

Qingdao Ever-Better Trading Co., Ltd was established in 2018, which 

specializing in exporting labor protection products, military products, and 

child products. 

Labor protection products include safety shoes, safety clothing, work 

rain boots, hunting boots, work gloves, welding gloves, nitrile gloves, 

heating gloves, insoles warmer, cooling vests, welding guns, welding caps, 

pressure regulator, laser protective glasses, etc. Labor protection products 

have relevant international certificates. 

Military products include leather shoes, military uniforms, desert 

boots, leather boots, belts, military goggles, etc. 

Baby products mainly include children's electric cars, motorcycles, 

trolleys, scooters, bicycles, children's shoes, boots, and clothing,etc. 

The annual export value is over 2 million US dollars, mainly in 

markets such as Europe, America, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia. 

We plan to export safety protection products and baby and child 

products to Russia, also plan to import Russian honey products. 

We always adhere to the principle of quality first and customer first, 

and sincerely hope to have long-term cooperation with our Russian friends! 
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QIFA SILU (BEIJING) TECHNOLOGY DEVOLOPMENT 

CO., LTD 

www.qifasilu.com 

"With its wholly-owned overseas operating subsidiaries (QIFA 

Russia JSC, QIFA Belarus Ltd.), "QIFA SILU" provides Russian and 

Chinese enterprises with integrated cross-border transaction services in 

marketing, order processing, transaction settlement, delivery, after-sales 

management and trade financing through its B2B cross-border digital trade 

platform. 

Chinese enterprises can log on to the merchant side of the QIFA B2B 

cross-border digital trade platform (cn.qifasilu.com) and trade directly with 

Russian end-user wholesale buyers or users simply and easily within the 

all-Chinese interface, using RMB as the settlement currency, transforming 

and upgrading their business model from the traditional FOB model to the 

advanced DDP model! 

Russian companies can simply and easily trade directly with Chinese 

upstream producers or brand owners by logging on to the buyer side of the 

QIFA B2B cross-border digital trade platform (www.qifa.ru), using the 

ruble as the settlement currency in an all-Russian interface, and 

transforming and upgrading their business model from traditional offline 

sourcing to advanced digital sourcing. 

  

http://www.qifasilu.com/
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Shanghai Duxia Industry and Trade Co.,ltd 

Shanghai Duxia Industry and Trade Co., Ltd. is a complete equipment 

exporter with long-term cooperation with many large-scale mechanical and 

electrical equipment production factories in China. The development of 

enterprises has always adhered to the sale of complete sets of mechanical 

and electrical equipment produced by high-quality Chinese cooperative 

factories to countries around the world, especially the “Belt and Road” 

countries including Russia.  

Due to our years of “intensive cultivation” in the field of mechanical 

and electrical equipment, we have long-term cooperative domestic 

production plants and mature equipment suppliers and distributors in 

Russia and other countries in the field of petrochemical equipment, 

liquefied natural gas production equipment, food processing equipment 

production lines, plastic and paper packaging equipment production lines, 

refrigeration equipment production lines, and multi-color gravure and 

flexographic printing equipment production lines.  
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Shanghai Mola Supply Chain Management CO.,LTD 

http://www.mola-mola.cn/ 

Shanghai Mola Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd. is a 

comprehensive logistics service enterprise with international railroad 

transportation business as the main business, combined with pickup, 

customs clearance, warehousing, overseas customs clearance and delivery 

in China as a whole. We provide customers with diversified service options 

such as railroad export container, railroad export LCL, sea-railway 

intermodal transportation and import transportation. 

Our main route is from China to Russia and Belarus. We organize 

block train from station such as:Chongqing, Xi’ an, Hefei, Suzhou, 

Zengcheng, and destination station can be Moscow, Minsk, St.Petersburg, 

Yekaterinburg, Novosibirsk or the other city in Russia. You can choose the 

border via Manzhouli or via Kazakhstan as you want , also FCL and  LCL 

service.In China we can offer client local service :such as pre-carriage, 

warehouse ,customs clearance and so on. And we also provice export 

service from Russia to China, especially for bulk commodities,such 

as :paper pulp,potash fertilizer,rapeseed oil. 

And we are also a trade company for export and import. 
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Shanghai OUCE Certification service Co., Ltd 

https://www.ouce.cn/ 

Shanghai OUCE is China famous third-party Certification & 

Inspection Company, experienced for Russia & China import & export 

product certification service, Pre-shipment inspection, FAT inspection, 

factory quality control audit.  

OUCE provided EAC certification service for many EPC projects in 

Russia, such as Sinosteel, CMEC, MCC MMK project, KIMKAN project, 

YAMAL LNG project, ROSNEFT Project, OMSK DCC project.  

OUCE mainly provides customers with CE certification, Eurasian 

Economic Union EAC certification and Central Asian countries GOST 

certification. It is one of the earliest companies in the country to engage in 

EU CE certification and GOST certification. OUCE has accumulated a lot 

of experience in the field of industrial machinery, and has in-depth research 

on European standards for almost all types of machinery products. OUCE 

adheres to the spirit of innovation and expands the research scope of 

international certification standards. In recent years, it has achieved good 

results in the certification of new energy and transportation. We have 

carried out special research on product certification in countries around the 

world, and have achieved certain results, such as: certification in the United 

States, Canada, Australia, Saudi Arabia, Japan, South Korea, India, Turkey, 

Brazil, South Africa and other countries. 

In the field of inspection, OUCE can provide second-party inspection 

services on behalf of the owner, perform pre-shipment inspection, FAT 

inspection, factory quality control audit, supplier general information 

research & audit.  

In the field of standard technical training, OUCE provides customers 

with technical training services of European standards and Russian 

standards for various products. 

In the field of quality management system certification, OUCE can 

provide customers with QMS/EMS/OHSAS system certification services. 
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See Parts (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd 

See Parts (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd. was established in March 

2017. It belongs to Witstar Group. The company is headquartered in 

Beijing, China. It is a professional company specializing in the export 

business of automobile parts;  

The company has three branches in Russia's Moscow and Cheboksary 

City, all consisting of professional localized operation teams. The three 

companies have clear market positioning, responsible for the sales of 

imported product brand vehicles, the sales of local brand vehicles, and the 

sales of other excellent auto parts brand products to better realize the 

market in -depth development and operation; 

The company has a office in Harbin City. It has a professional 

procurement and supply chain team, and has formed strategic cooperation 

with well -known domestic auto industry such as China Automobile and 

China BAIC, and continuously expands the professional cooperation of 

automotive components. 

Based on the business model of self -operated brand+agency 

operation commissioned brands, it gradually creates a professional auto 

parts brand operator and seller that has gradually created overseas 

warehouses+online and offline dual-channel marketing. 
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Shanghai Tengfa Construction Engineering Co., Ltd 

https://www.tengfa.com/ 

Shanghai Tengfa Construction Engineering Co., Ltd. was established 

in 1995 with a registered capital of 108 million yuan. It is a professional 

company with crane leasing business as the core, covering hoisting 

engineering and fan installation business. 

Shanghai Tengfa has more than 150 crawler cranes and car cranes of 

major brands, with a total lifting tonnage of more than 70,000 tons and 

complete equipment models, which can meet the needs of crane leasing 

and hoisting construction of 50 to 4000 tons in various industries 

(representative models of 4000 tons, 2000 tons, 1000 tons, 900 tons, 800 

tons, 650 tons). It has more than 2,000 aerial work platforms, which can 

meet the rental needs of 4-70 meters aerial work vehicles. 

At present, the company undertakes hoisting projects in many 

industries such as petrochemical industry, and has installed nearly 5,000 

fans in total. Its business covers 31 provinces, cities, autonomous regions 

and municipalities in China, mainly covering the engineering fields of 

petrochemical industry, electric power construction, municipal hoisting, 

metallurgical construction, ocean engineering and shipbuilding industry. 

To provide customers with safe, efficient, high quality equipment rental 

and integrated lifting solutions. 

In 2006, the company developed overseas business and successively 

participated in overseas projects in Saudi Arabia, Malaysia, Philippines, 

Vietnam and other countries. After nearly 30 years of development, 

Shanghai Tengfa has formed a complete industrial chain in the hoisting 

field, with unique advantages and core competitiveness, and has become 

an important domestic hoisting overall solution provider, and has 

participated in the construction of national and world-class key projects for 

many times. 
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Shenyang Yuancheng Friction and Sealing Material Co.,Ltd. 

http://syycmc.com/cn/ 

Shenyang Yuancheng Friction and Sealing Material Co., LTD. 

(Hereinafter referred to as "Shenyang Yuancheng"), was set up in 2007, 

located in No. 22, North 3rd Road, Shenyang Costal Economic Zone, 

Liaoning Province, China. With a registered capital of 86 million yuan, the 

company covers an area of 27,000 square meters and a building area of 

18,000 square meters. Shenyang Yuancheng has 150 employees, is a high-

tech enterprise specialized in R&D and manufacturing of brake shoes and 

brake pads for rolling stocks, brake linings and brake pad for automobile, 

industrial and agricultural machinery.  

After years of R&D work, our company has formed a series of 

internationally advanced and domestic leading friction products of organic 

and sintered brake pad with independent intellectual property rights. Our 

products is widely used in high-speed railway, passenger coaches, 

locomotives, wagons, metro etc.  

For national wagons brake block, our market share reached 50%; for 

national high speed train brake pad market, our market share is around 15%; 

for national metros brake blocks and brake pad, our market share is around 

20%.   

Our products also exported to South Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, 

Philippine, Pakistan, Brazil, Mexico, Australia, and other international 

markets. 

The company has obtained quality management system certificates: 

ISO9001, ISO22163, IATF16949; We also gained CRCC certificates for 

several types of brake block and brake pad for Chinese railway; Our 

organic brake pad for 200km/h coaches passed 1:1 friction dynamic test 

and the test result passed the assessment of UIC SET 7 committee; Our K 

type and LL type composite brake blocks are under process of UIC 541-4 

certification and TSI certification; The H Type composite brake block for 

railway heavy-duty wagons is under process of AAR certification (North 

American Association).      

In 2017, we awarded the Engineering Research Center of basic 

friction materials and brake pad technology for high-speed train in 
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Liaoning Province; In 2018, Shenyang Yuancheng won the "High-Speed 

Railway Brake System Production Engineering Project" nominated by 

Revitalization Department of the National Development and Reform 

Commission to revitalize the Northeast; in 2020, we awarded "Gazelle 

Enterprise"; In 2021, we won the title of national “Small Giant" enterprise 

with special and sophisticated technologies producing novel and unique 

products”. 
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Xiamen Kingland Co.,Ltd. 

https://www.chinacnd.com/en/ 

Xiamen Kingland Co.,Ltd. was established in 1992 and is a member 

unit of the consumer goods group of the listed company Xiamen C&D inc. 

(600153. SH), with a registered capital of 100 million yuan. 

Kingland is committed to becoming a leading international consumer 

goods supply chain operator, whose business covers light textile, 

electromechanical, fresh, cross-border and daily consumer goods, China 

Railway Express and other fields. The company constantly strengthening 

and improving the supply chain operation service capabilities, providing 

customers with customized supply chain operation services such as product 

design and research, supplier management, procurement management, 

production and manufacturing, order fulfillment, channel management, 

warehousing and logistics, financial services, etc，with core advantages 

such as international trade, localized operations, global manufacturing, full 

logistics chain, and digital platforms.The company service network covers 

over 100 countries and regions worldwide. 

In the future, the company will rely on its rich industry experience in 

specialized operations to continuously strengthen science empowerment 

and finance empowerment. Through investment and logistics support, it 

will continue to enhance the value of supply chain services, build 

differentiated competitive advantages, innovate supply chain operation 

models, collaborate with upstream and downstream industries to 

continuously improve the transaction and delivery efficiency of the supply 

chain, and promote more efficient product access to the market and 

consumers. 

  

https://www.chinacnd.com/en/
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ZHEJIANG CUNFU IMPORT&EXPORT CO.,LTD 

https://cunfucar.com/ 

We are a reputable and professional export company specializing in 

Chinese automobile trading. Our main focus is on the export of new and 

used cars for all major brands available in the Chinese domestic market. 

We pride ourselves on offering a wide range of well known brands 

including Toyota, Chery, Geely, Kia, Hyundai, Volkswagen and many 

more.  

In addition to mainstream vehicles, we also specialize in the export of 

specialized vehicles to meet diversified needs. Our product portfolio 

includes ambulances, fire engines, buses, minibuses and commercial trucks. 

We understand the importance of meeting the needs of specific industries 

and strive to provide customized solutions to our customers.  

With our extensive experience and expertise in the automotive 

industry, we have been granted an Authorized Vehicle Export License by 

the Ministry of Commerce of the People's Republic of China. This 

recognition ensures our compliance with international regulations and 

demonstrates our commitment to maintaining the highest standards in our 

operations. 

Our company prides itself on building long-term partnerships based 

on trust, reliability and exceptional customer service. We strive to provide 

quality vehicles, competitive pricing and timely delivery to our valued 

customers around the world. Our dedicated team of professionals work 

diligently to ensure a smooth and seamless export process from initial 

inquiry to final delivery.  

We invite you to explore the great opportunities available with our 

company. Whether you are a distributor, dealer or individual buyer, we are 

confident in our ability to meet your specific requirements and exceed your 

expectations. 

 


